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"You!" Leon balked when he saw the Scarlet Thief attacking without warning. He intended to question the Scarlet Thief further

and find out how he managed to track them down so quickly, but he could not do so anymore!

Leon quickly leaped backward, putting as much distance between himself and the Scarlet Thief as he could.

"Trying to run? Not so fast!" the Scarlet Thief sneered and sped toward him, his silhouette darting as fast as whisps of smoke.

'Don't you dare!" Henry and Chandler were both shocked by this. Then, without further ado, they unleashed their powers and

sent powerful surges of energy toward the Scarlet Thief, intending to stop him from attacking Leon!

"The Almighty State!" the Scarlet Thief was stunned when he sensed Henry and Chandler's auras. Knowing that the two of them

were practicing power methods of the Advanced Power class, he thought they would be at the Semi-Almighty State at most!

He never once imagined that his two enemies would have successfully broken through to the Almighty State, especially

Chandler. Not only did he seem to be more powerful than Henry, but he even appeared to be close to attaining the Intermediate

Almighty State!

This certainly caught him by surprise!

With that, he gave up trying to attack Leon and instead turned his attention to Henry and Chandler!

The three of them were soon engaged in battle!

At the same time, Leon quickly took out a Dragon Pill and swallowed it whole. Although he had only a few of these left and did

not want to waste them, the Scarlet Thief was too powerful for him not to do so!

He did not want to waste any more time when faced with an enemy as ruthless as the Scarlet Thief, so he wanted to level up and

find a way to defeat him as soon as he could!

"Thud! Thud! Thud!"

While Leon was swallowing the Dragon Pill, Henry, and Chandler already got entangled in a battle against the Scarlet Thief!

"I didn't think you'd have attained the Almighty State so soon, Henry, Chandler, but so what if you do? Today marks the date of

your death, and you shall finally feel my wrath!" the Scarlet Thief scoffed as he intensified his attacks.

Although both Henry and Chandler attained the Initial Almighty State, he was already at the Intermediate Almighty State which

put him miles ahead of the both of them!

Even though he was outnumbered, he was still certain he could bring them down!

This was the unfortunate truth. Although Henry and Chandler combined did indeed put up a good fight against the Scarlet Thief,

it was soon evident that they were still at a significant disadvantage.

Eventually, the Scarlet Thief was beginning to gain the upper hand, and the only thing Henry and Chandler could do was defend

themselves!

Thankfully, Mason noticed that Chandler was struggling with his leg and quickly tossed him his walking cane.

With his cane, Chandler was far more steady on his feet, and the duo began to regain their advantage!

However, the odds were still stacked against them!
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